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SUMMARY
The strength of aspect-oriented languages is given by pointcut designators that pick out join points. In this paper we
provide an overview of pointcut designators in AspectJ, classifying them with respect of different kinds of joint points. Our
aim in the future is to find a general and flexible way of adding a new aspect to an existing language system. The idea behind
our approach is the integration of programming paradigms, such that prevents the occasional insufficiency of a
programming language when mapping a problem to a corresponding program. Such integration, as we believe, can be done
not excluding neither abstract paradigmatic level nor practical programming language level. From this point of view PFL 
a process functional language is a perfect basis for studying the aspect phenomenon in a disciplined way as well as for
providing practical experiments. In particular, when aspect approach is considered, the goal is not to provide a complete set
of defined primitive pointcut designators  we do not think it is possible, since the world of computation may change in the
future. Instead of that, more perspective seems to be the determining the different semantic levels of computation and their
relation and hierarchy, their sources and the style in which they can be reflected and affected by a programming language.
In this matter, this paper is just a step to this research direction.

Keywords: programming paradigms, imperative functional programming, aspect oriented programming, implementation
principles, programming environments, control driven dataflow, referential transparency, side effects

1. INTRODUCTION

PFL - an experimental process functional
language [5,6,7,8,14,16] integrates the semantics of
imperative and functional languages. A programmer
is free to decide for using functional programming
methodology including monadic approach [12,18],
but he can also manipulate the memory cells, if
appropriate. Then the imperativeness is reached by
application of processes attached to the cells by
their arguments [8]. Stateful evaluation by process
application in PFL is more relaxed and less
restrictive to a programmer than exploiting side
effects encapsulated by monad.
Both monadic and process functional approaches
are the same if reduced to purely functional
methodology. They differ in exploiting imperative
methodology, although both hide assignments to a
programmer [2].
There are two main differences between them;
monadic approach uses visible side effecting
functions unit and bind, hiding memory cells to a
programmer. Process functional approach is hiding
two functions that perform the access and the
update of memory cells, but all memory cells are
visible to a programmer.
The strength of process functional approach is a
paradigm that reflects the implementation of both
imperative and functional languages bringing it to
the source form. It means that each PFL program is
a highly abstracted expression, which allows to
perform source-to-source transformations instead of
machine-independent optimization techniques that
are well known using directed acyclic graphs and
quadruples in imperative languages [9,10,20]. Since

semantic information such as binding names to
identifiers is not missing using PFL expressions, this
supports the requirement for source-to-source
transformations as desired for the implementation of
aspect-oriented languages [1,3,4,19].
On the other hand, less positive is the use of
process functional language as a programming
language. Seemingly, its level of abstraction is
higher than that of an imperative language, but the
methodology of performing side effects by
application of processes is still less natural than
using assignments. Using PFL, much useless control
is eliminated, but the integration of just functional
and imperative paradigms is evidently insufficient to
break the non-conformance of problems in one side
and programs on the other side. The weakness is
that PFL flexibility is hardly to exploit practically
since of insufficient methodology.
As a possible solution to this problem is an
extension of process functional to aspect process
functional
paradigm.
Aspect
programming
methodology (integrating logic and imperative
programming) is more general than object oriented
approach [7,16,20] as well as multi-paradigmatic
approaches, such as concurrent constraint
programming [11,15], imperative functional
programming [13], and others.
The crucial role in aspect-oriented programming
languages play pointcut designators, which we
discuss in this paper, as used in AspectJ
programming language. The aim of this paper is to
provide a systematic but still informal overview of
pointcut designators as a basis to their formal
analysis in the future and an extension using process
functional paradigm.
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2. ASPECT PARADIGM AND ASPECT
LANGUAGE

The crucial role of pointcut designators is evident,
because after a join point and a set of values

The motivation for aspect-oriented programming
is the realization that there are issues or concerns
that are not well captured by traditional
programming methodologies.
For object-oriented programming languages, the
natural unit of modularity is the class. But in objectoriented programming languages, crosscutting
concerns are not easily turned into classes precisely
because they cut across classes, and so these they
aren't reusable, they can't be refined or inherited,
they are spread through out the program in an
undisciplined way, in short, they are difficult to
work with.
Aspect-oriented programming is a way of
modularizing crosscutting concerns much like
object-oriented programming is a way of
modularizing common concerns.
AspectJ is an implementation of aspect-oriented
programming for Java. AspectJ adds to Java just one
a new concept, a join point, and a few new
constructs: pointcuts, advice, introduction and
aspects. Pointcuts and advice dynamically affect
program flow, and introduction statically affects a
program's class hierarchy.
A join point is a well-defined point in the
program flow. Pointcuts select certain join points
and values at those points. Advice defines code that
is executed when a pointcut is reached. These are,
then, the dynamic parts of AspectJ.
AspectJ also has a way of affecting a program
statically. Introduction is how AspectJ modifies a
program's static structure, namely, the members of
its classes and the relationship between classes.
The last new construct in AspectJ is the aspect.
Aspects, are AspectJ's unit of modularity for
crosscutting concerns They are defined in terms of
pointcuts, advice and introduction.
AspectJ advices are expressions (in most cases of
unit type) that are advised to be executed before,
after or instead other expressions code parts,
depending on pointcut designators.
Then AspectJ advice a would be expressed in
PFL style in the next form:

[c1, c2,

advice :: T1
T2
Tm
T
advice x1 x2
xm = e[x1, x2,
, xm]
(before | after | around)
p[x1, x2,
, xm]
which designates the set of constant expressions
, xm] selected for join points
e[x1, x2,
picked out by pointcut designator
p[x1, x2,

, xm]

This pointcut uses variables x1, x2,
, xm
which are substituted by the values (that usually
differ for different join points) and are used by
expression e[x1, x2,
, xm]  the advice.

, cm]

are selected, there is no problem to insert before or
after a join point or replace the expression forming a
join point (in case of around advice) by constant
expression which is obtained by the application
(

x1 x2
xm. e[x1, x2,
c1, c2,
, cm

, xm])

performed in the compile time.
The detailed analysis of pointcut designators in
this paper is informal. We decided for this approach
for these reasons: Instead of detailed formal
semantics in the whole, AspectJ documentation is
oriented to explanation of many examples, which
sometimes make more blur than appropriate.
Although formal semantics is often available but just
for particular constructs, such as in [19], this is
insufficient for our purposes. Before we introduce
poincut designators (also called poincuts) we will
deal with join points as classified in AspectJ system.
3. JOIN POINTS
While aspects do define crosscutting types, the
AspectJ system does not allow completely arbitrary
crosscutting. Rather, aspects define types that cut
across principled points in a program's execution.
These principled points are called join points. A join
point is a well-defined point in the execution of a
program. The join points defined by AspectJ are:
Method call
When a method is called, not including super calls.
Method execution
When the body of code for an actual method
executes.
Constructor call
When an object is built and a constructor is called,
not including this or super constructor calls.
Constructor execution
When the body of code for an actual constructor
executes, after its this or super constructor call.
Initializer execution
When the non-static initializers of a class run.
Static initializer execution
When the static initializer for a class executes.
Object pre-initialization
Before the object initialization code for a particular
class runs. This encompasses the time between the
start of its first called constructor and the start of its
parent's constructor. Thus, the execution of these
join points encompass the join points from the code
found in this() and super() constructor calls.
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Object initialization
When the object initialization code for a particular
class runs. This encompasses the time between the
return of its parent's constructor and the return of its
first called constructor. It includes all the dynamic
initializers and constructors used to create the object.
Field reference
When a non-final field is referenced.
Field assignment
When a field is assigned to.
Handler execution
When an exception handler executes.
4. BASIC PRIMITIVE POINTCUTS
Corresponding to join points introduced in
preceding section, AspectJ primitive pointcut
designators (primitive pointcuts) are classified as
follows:
Method and Constructor-related pointcuts
Object creation-related pointcuts
Class initialization-related pointcuts
Field-related pointcuts
Exception handler execution-related pointcuts
One very important property of a join point is its
signature, which is used by many of AspectJ's
pointcut designators to select particular join points.
Method-related pointcuts
AspectJ provides two primitive pointcut
designators designed to capture method call and
execution join points.
call(Signature)
execution(Signature)
At a method call join point, the Signature is
composed of the type used to access the method, the
name of the method, and the types of the called
method's formal parameters and return value (if
any).
At a method execution join point, the signature is
composed of the type defining the method, the name
of the method, and the types of the executing
method's formal parameters and return value (if
any).
Formally, Signature is
MethodPat, in the form:

the

method

pattern

[ModifiersPat] TypePat [TypePat . ]
IdPat ( TypePat | .. ,
)
[ throws ThrowsPat ]
ModifiersPat (modifiers pattern) may be a
keyword, such as private, public, or static.
Another wildcard ".." is used to designate any
number of type patterns, each TypePat is one of:
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IdPat [ + ] [ []
]
! TypePat
TypePat && TypePat
TypePat || TypePat
( TypePat )
Here "+" denotes all subtypes and "[]" denotes
array patterns.
Further, operators "!", "&&", and "||" are
boolean operators not, and, and or, respectively.
In IdPat (the identifier pattern), the "*"
wildcard matches zero or more characters except for
".".
The second meaning of ".." wildcard is that it
matches any sequence of characters that start and
end with a ".", so it can be used to pick out all types
in any subpackage, or all inner types.
ThrowsPat is a name of an exception handler
being thrown when a method fails its execution
yielding an exception.
Both two pointcuts above also pick out constructor
call end execution join points.
Object creation-related pointcuts
AspectJ provides three primitive pointcut
designators designed to capture the initializer
execution join points of objects.
call(Signature)
execution(Signature)
initialization(Signature)
At a constructor call join point, the signature is
composed of the type of the object to be constructed
and the types of the called constructor's formal
parameters.
At a constructor execution join point, the
signature is composed of the type defining the
constructor and the types of the executing
constructor's formal parameters.
At an object initialization join point, the
signature is composed of the type being initialized
and the types of the formal parameters of the first
constructor entered during the initialization of this
type.
Formally, Signature is the constructor pattern
ConstructorPat, in the form:
[ModifiersPat ] [TypePat . ]
new ( TypePat | .. , )
[ throws ThrowsPat ]
Class initialization-related pointcuts
AspectJ provides one primitive pointcut
designator to pick out static initializer execution join
points.
staticinitialization(TypePat)
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join points. They may also be used to expose to
advice the objects used for discrimination.

Field-related pointcuts
AspectJ provides two primitive pointcut
designators designed to capture field reference and
assignment join points:
get(Signature)
set(Signature)
At a field reference or assignment join point, the
Signature is composed of the type used to access or
assign to the field, the name of the field, and the type
of the field.
Formally, the Signature is the field
FieldPat, in the form:

pattern

[ModifiersPat] TypePat [TypePat . ]
IdPat
All set join points are treated as having one
argument, the value the field is being set to, so at a
set join point, that value can be accessed with an
args pointcut.
Exception handler execution-related
pointcuts
AspectJ provides one primitive pointcut
designator to capture execution of exception
handlers:
handler(TypePat)
At a handler execution join point, the signature is
composed of the exception type that the handler
handles.
All handler join points are treated as having one
argument, the value of the exception being handled,
so at a handler join point, that value can be accessed
with an args pointcut, introduced in the next
section.

this(TypePat or Id)
target(TypePat or Id)
The this pointcut picks out all join points where
the currently executing object (the object bound to
this) is an instance of a particular type. The target
pointcut picks out all join points where the target
object (the object on which a method is called or a
field is accessed) is an instance of a particular type.
args(TypePat or Id or "..", ...)
The args pointcut picks out all join points where
the arguments are instances of some types. Each
element in the comma-separated list is one of three
things. If it is a type pattern, then the argument in
that position must be an instance of a type of the
type name. If it is an identifier, then the argument in
that position must be an instance of the type of the
identifier (or of any type if the identifier is typed to
Object). If it is the special wildcard "..", then any
number of arguments will match, just like in
signatures. So the pointcut
args(int, .., String)
will pick out all join points where the first argument
is an int and the last is a String.
Control flow-based pointcuts
Some concerns cut across the control flow of the
program. The cflow and cflowbelow primitive
pointcut designators capture join points based on
control flow.
cflow(Pointcut)

Except pointcuts above, other primitive pointcuts
are provided, as introduced in the next section.

The cflow pointcut picks out all join points that
occur between the start and the end of each of the
pointcut's join points.

5. OTHER PRIMITIVE POINTCUTS

cflowbelow(Pointcut)

Other primitive pointcuts are as follows:

The cflowbelow pointcut picks out all join points
that occur between the start and the end of each of
the pointcut's join points, but not including the initial
join point of the control flow itself.

State-based pointcuts
Program text-based pointcuts
Dynamic property-based pointcuts
State-based pointcuts
Many concerns cut across the dynamic times
when an object of a particular type is executing,
being operated on, or being passed around. AspectJ
provides primitive pointcuts that capture join points
at these times. These pointcuts use the dynamic
types of their objects to discriminate, or pick out,

Program text-based pointcuts
While many concerns cut across the runtime
structure of the program, some must deal with the
actual lexical structure. AspectJ allows aspects to
pick out join points based on where their associated
code is defined.
within(TypePat)
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The within pointcut picks out all join points
where the code executing is defined in the
declaration of one of the types in TypePat. This
includes the class initialization, object initialization,
and method and constructor execution join points for
the type, as well as any join points associated with
the statements and expressions of the type. It also
includes any join points that are associated with
code within any of the type's inner types.

7. POINTCUT NAMING AND USING

withincode(Signature)

A named pointcut may be defined in either a class or
aspect, and is treated as a member of the class or
aspect where it is found. As a member, it may have
an access modifier such as public or private.

The withincode pointcut picks out all join points
where the code executing is defined in the
declaration of a particular method or constructor.
This includes the method or constructor execution
join point as well as any join points associated with
the statements and expressions of the method or
constructor. It also includes any join points that are
associated with code within any of the method or
constructor's local or anonymous types.
Dynamic property-based pointcuts
if(BooleanExpression)
The if pointcut picks out join points based on a
dynamic property. It's syntax takes an expression,
which must evaluate to a boolean true or false.
Within this expression, the thisJoinPoint
object is available. So one (extremely inefficient)
way of picking out all call join points would be to
use the pointcut
if(thisJoinPoint.getKind().equals("
call"))
6. FORMULAS ON POINTCUTS
Primitive (and also non-primitive pointcuts) are
combined using logical formulas, in the form as
follows.
! Pointcut
picks out all join points that are not picked out by
the pointcut.
Pointcut0 && Pointcut1
picks out all join points that are picked out by both
of the pointcuts.
Pointcut0 || Pointcut1
picks out all join points that are picked out by either
of the pointcuts.

Pointcut naming
A named pointcut
pointcut declaration.

is

defined

with

pointcut PointcutId(Type Id,
Pointcut;

the

):

class C {
pointcut publicCall(int i):
call(public * *(int)) &&
args(i);
}
class D {
pointcut myPublicCall(int i):
C.publicCall(i) &&
within(SomeType);
}
Pointcuts that are not final may be declared
abstract, and defined without a body. Abstract
pointcuts may only be declared within abstract
aspects.
abstract aspect A {
abstract pointcut
publicCall(int i);
}
In such a case, an extending aspect may override the
abstract pointcut.
aspect B extends A {
pointcut publicCall(int i):
call(public Foo.m(int)) &&
args(i);
}
For completeness, a pointcut with a declaration may
be declared final.
Though named pointcut declarations appear
somewhat like method declarations, and can be
overridden in subaspects, they cannot be overloaded.
It is an error for two pointcuts to be named with the
same name in the same class or aspect declaration.
The scope of a named pointcut is the enclosing class
declaration. This is different than the scope of other
members; the scope of other members is the
enclosing class body.

( Pointcut )
picks out all join points that are picked out by the
parenthesized pointcut.

Context exposure

It can be noticed that boolean operators are used
to combined pointcuts, not type patterns, as it is in
type patterns.

Pointcuts have an interface; they expose some
parts of the execution context of the join points they
pick out. In this case formula Pointcut in
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pointcut declaration above exposes the arguments Id.
This context is exposed by providing typed formal
parameters to named pointcuts and advice, like the
formal parameters of a Java method. These formal
parameters are bound by name matching. On the
right-hand side of advice or pointcut declarations, a
regular Java identifier is allowed in certain pointcut
designators in place of a type or collection of types.
There are primitive pointcut designators available,
where this is allowed: this, target, and args.
In all such cases, using an identifier rather than a
type is as if the type selected was the type of the
formal parameter, so that the pointcut
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differently. At a call join point, the enclosing code is
that of the call site. This means that
call(void m()) &&
withincode(void m())
will only capture directly recursive calls, for
example. At an execution join point, however, the
program is already executing the method, so the
enclosing code is the method itself:
execution(void m()) &&
withincode(void m())

pointcut intArg(int i): args(i);

is the same as

picks out join points where an int is being passed
as an argument, but furthermore allows advice
access to that argument. Values can be exposed from
named pointcuts as well, so

execution(void m())

pointcut publicCall(int x):
call(public *.*(int)) && intArg(x);
pointcut intArg(int i): args(i);
is a legal way to pick out all calls to public
methods accepting an int argument, and exposing
that argument.
There is one special case for this kind of
exposure. Exposing an argument of type Object will
also match primitive typed arguments, and expose a
"boxed" version of the primitive. So,
pointcut publicCall(): call(public
*.*(..)) && args(Object);
will pick out all unary methods that take, as their
only argument, subtypes of Object (i.e., not
primitive types like int), but
pointcut publicCall(Object o):
call(public *.*(..)) && args(o);
will pick out all unary methods that take any
argument: And if the argument was an int, then the
value passed to advice will be of type
java.lang.Integer.
Pointcut using
PointcutId(TypePattern or Id, ...)
picks out all join points that are picked out by the
user-defined pointcut designator named by
PointcutId.
8. EXAMPLES
The difference between call and execution join
points is as follows: Firstly, the lexical pointcut
declarations within and withincode match

Secondly, the call join point does not capture super
calls to non-static methods. This is because such
super calls are different in Java, since they don't
behave via dynamic dispatch like other calls to nonstatic methods.
Next example illustrate the use of wildcard * and
modifiers.
call(public final void *.*() throws
ArrayOutOfBoundsException)
picks out all call join points to methods, regardless
of their name name or which class they are defined
on, so long as they take no arguments, return no
value, are both public and final, and are
declared
to
throw
ArrayOutOfBounds
exceptions.
The defining type name, if not present, defaults
to *, so another way of writing that pointcut would
be
call(public final void *() throws
ArrayOutOfBoundsException)
Formal parameter lists can use the wildcard .. to
indicate zero or more arguments, so
execution(void m(..))
picks out execution join points for void methods
named m, of any number of arguments, while
execution(void m(.., int))
picks out execution join points for void methods
named m whose last parameter is of type int.
withincode(!public void foo())
picks out all join points associated with code in null
non-public void methods named foo, while
withincode(void foo())
picks out all join points associated with code in null
void methods named foo, regardless of access
modifier.
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call(int *())
picks out all call join points to int methods
regardless of name.
call(int get*())
picks out all call join points to int methods where
the method name starts with the characters "get".
call(Foo.new())
picks out all constructor call join points where an
instance of exactly type Foo is constructed,
call(Foo+.new())
picks out all constructor call join points where an
instance of any subtype of Foo (including Foo
itself) is constructed, and the unlikely
call(*Handler+.new())
picks out all constructor call join points where an
instance of any subtype of any type whose name
ends in "Handler" is constructed.
Object[] is an array type pattern, and so is
com.xerox..*[][], and so is Object+[].
staticinitialization(Foo || Bar)
picks out the static initializer execution join points
of either Foo or Bar, and
call((Foo+ && ! Foo).new(..))
picks out the constructor call join points when a
subtype of Foo, but not Foo itself, is constructed.
9. CONCLUSION
Except some inaccuracies in AspectJ definition,
such as the ability for use multiple modifiers such as
public final which does not correspond to
syntax in section 4, we may notice the ambiguity of
boolean operators (operands may be either type
patterns or pointcuts) the ambiguity of wildcard
.. which designate any number of arguments but
also any sequence of qualifiers (A.. designate
A.B. A.B.C. etc.)
Using PFL we can exclude each initialization,
provided that we initialize object by default.
We are able to exclude field manipulation
poincuts set and get, because we manipulate
environment variables indirectly.
Instead of call and execution it would be
probably better to thing about an application as
a common pointcut.
Great simplification is omitting all modifiers,
such as public, private static, final, etc. that come out
from imperative organizing a memory cells. In fact,
static cells are just those associated with architecture
resources, but then static without exact memory
positions is still not sufficient.
Then, of course, it is substantial to deal with not
just user organization of his application but also with
time and space resources of computation. Hence,
defining physical time and space aspects of
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computation may affect building embedded systems
in the future significantly. In particular, it is clear
that control flow poincuts are insufficient since of
the existence of the second mirroring principle in
computation which is data flow [17].
We are not sure, if it is possible to make the
combining of different pointcuts more clear. We just
recognize experimental basis as wrong. It was the
reason why we decided to give attention to pointcuts
in AspectJ as a basis for further detailed analysis and
extension, based however on process functional
language. Its uniform concept of modules,
polymorphic classes with multiple superclasses,
instances, objects as an application of classes to
expressions provide us with simple basis for
performing such a task. This however is the future.
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